Members of the Jewish Community,

The strength of our community is evident in these particularly difficult times. Last week, we announced the launch of the Jewish Community Pandemic Relief Fund. This fund will support the urgent and immediate needs of the most vulnerable among us during the pandemic, providing emergency financial assistance and other critical services for individuals, families, and the agencies who work to assist them. Circumstances change quickly, and with your help, we strengthen our capacity to respond rapidly to the growing challenges facing us during this pandemic.

Today, we would like to share that through the generosity and visionary leadership of several families in our community $150,000 of your dollars will be matched dollar-for-dollar, doubling the impact of your donation in the Jewish Community Pandemic Relief Fund.

DONATE NOW

Together, we will work toward protecting and caring for the members of our community and ensuring an appropriate response to the variety of complex challenges that arise as a result of the pandemic. Truly, we are stronger together. Let us all remember and reaffirm that.

Our growing list of pandemic community resources, critical volunteer opportunities, and additional information on the Jewish Community Pandemic Relief Fund, are all available online at jewishtucson.org/pandemic. Additionally, we encourage you to scroll to the bottom of this email to watch the video from Stuart Mellan and Graham Hoffman that speaks to the work being done at the Federation and Foundation at this time.

Standing beside you and your loved ones to offer strength, community support, and opportunities to make an impact during this challenging time,

Deborah Oseran
Chair of the Board of Directors
Jewish Federation of Southern Arizona

Jeff Katz
Chair of the Board of Trustees
Jewish Community Foundation of Southern Arizona

Stuart Mellan
President & CEO

Graham Hoffman
President & CEO Elect
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